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Introduction and Motivation

• Supervised methods rely on the quality of the labeled 
training data.

• Unlabeled samples benefit the classification results,
especially with respect to poorly sampled remote 
sensing applications. 

• Semi-supervised and active learning methods can 
achieve higher accuracies with small amounts of training 
data. 
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Research Objective

• Enhance accuracy properties of Virtual Support Vector 
Machines with Self-Learning constraint (VSVM-SL)
method.

• Deploy a constrained set of unlabeled samples for model
learning.

• Generate visualizations for the uncertainty of the results
and monitor how the uncertainty changes with the newly 
developed methods.
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Research Questions

• RQ1: To what extent does the Virtual Support Vector 
Machines with self -learning constraints (VSVM-SL) 
method on semi-supervised scheme achieve better 
classification accuracy with few labeled samples 
compared to the supervised methods?
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• RQ2: Does visualizing the uncertainties of the models 
improve human-monitored active learning approaches 
on relabeling uncertain samples?



Theoretical Background

• Support Vector Machines (SVM)

• Semi-Supervised Support Vector Machines (S3VM)

• Virtual Support Vector Machines (VSVM) 

• Self-Learning Strategy (SL) 

• Uncertainty 
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Support Vector Machines (SVM)

• SVM are  a very popular 
approach on remote sensing 
classification problems due to 
its capability of handling 
complex problems.

• Aim is to establish a separating 
hyperplane with maximum 
margin. 

• SVMs can solve can solve 
linear and non-linear problems.
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Linearly separable case. (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995)



Support Vector Machines (SVM)
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Transformation of input vectors to the higher dimensional space (Song et al., 2012)



Semi-Supervised Suppor Vector 
Machines (S3VM)

• Semi-supervised learning is a combination of 
labeled data: and
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unlabeled data:

• Decreases the generalization ability of the model.

• More suitable on real-life data and it improves the 
performance of SVM model.



Virtual Support Vector Machines
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• Modification of the SVM approach. 

• Generates virtual samples from available prior knowledge.

Working principle of Virtual Support Vector Machines 
(Geiß et al., 2019).



Self Learning Strategy 
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Working principle of Self-Learning strategy on VSV (Geiß et al., 2019).

• Overall goal to prune the uninformative virtual samples by applying 
similarty constraint and margin sampling constraint. 



Uncertainty
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• Uncertainty is the contrast between contents of the 
geospatial database and corresponding 
phenomena in the real world.

• Uncertainty can be caused by atmospheric 
conditions, geometric calibration, sensor 
sensitivity, and sensor resolutions. 

• It is possible to visuallize uncertianty in land cover 
maps by using graphical variables. 



Uncertainty in SVM
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• In the SVM models, uncertainty mainly occurs 
when data points are not labeled right and closer 
to the margin. 

• Active learning methods can be used to decrease 
uncertainty of the SVM models. 



Methodology

Semi-Supervised Methods

• Algortihm 1: VSVM+ SL Strategy + Unlabeled Samples

• Algortihm 2: VSVM + SL Strategy + Virtual Unlabeled 
Samples

• Algortihm 3: SVM + Unlabeled Samples + SL Strategy

Active Learning Approach with Uncertainty 
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VSVM-SL with Unlabeled Samples
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Pseudocode of VSVM-SL with Unlabeled Samples method.



VSVM-SL with Unlabeled Samples
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Working principle of VSVM-SL with Unlabeled Samples.



VSVM-SL with Virtual Unlabeled 
Samples
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Pseudocode of VSVM-SL 
with Virtual Unlabeled 
Samples method.



SVM-SL with Unlabeled 
Samples(Benchmark Method) 
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Pseudocode of SVM-SL 
with Unlabeled Samples 
method.



Active Learning Approach with  
Uncertainty 
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Pseudocode of SVM-SL with Unlabeled Samples method of Active Learning Approach
with Uncertainty. 



Active Learning Approach with  
Uncertainty 
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Working principle of Active Learning Approach with Uncertainty on VSVM-SL-U Method.



Results 

• Data Sets

• Results from Data set I

• Results from Data set II

• Case Study of Extension of Active Learning
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Data Set I – Cologne, Germany   
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(a)WorldView-II scene of 
Cologne, Germany; 

(b) Available labeled 
samples per class; 

(c) Spatially disjoint 
training, testing, and 
validation areas.



Data Set II – Hagadera, Kenya
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(a)WorldView-II scene of 
Hagadera Refugee Camp, 
Kenya; 

(b) Available labeled 
samples per class; 

(c) Spatially disjoint 
training, testing, and 
validation areas.



Results from Data Set I
Mean Accuracy Measurements
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Cologne - Binary 
Classification settings

Invariances to Scale 



Results from Data Set I
Kappa Statistics Measurements 
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Cologne - Binary 
Classification settings

Invariances to Shape



Results from 
Data Set I
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Visualization of results 
from single realization for 
binary classification setting
for Cologne.



Results from Data Set I
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Visualization of results from single realization for binary classification setting for Cologne.



Results from Data set II
Mean Accuracy Graphs 
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Hagadera - Binary 
Classification settings

Invariances to Scale 



Results from Data set II
Kappa Statistics Graphs 
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Hagadera - Multi 
Classification settings

Invariances to Scale 



Results from 
Data Set II
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Visualization of results 
from single realization for 
binary classification setting
for Hagadera.



Results from Data set II
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Visualization of results from single realization for binary classification setting for Hagadera.



Discussion

• All the graphs showed that semi-supervised methods 
had best mean accuracy and kappa values in few labeled 
samples. 

• Benchmark method had significant dominance on 
baseline methods for all the settings in the graphs. 

• All the methods reach a platou after 50 Labeled samples.

• Tables and visualizations showed favorable class 
statistics and spatial consistency.
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Extension on Active Learning 
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Visualization of 
uncertainty results on 
SVM-SL-U approach.



Extension on Active Learning 
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Visualization of 
uncertainty results on 
VSVM-SL-U approach.



Extension on Active Learning 
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Visualization of 
uncertainty results on 
VSVM-SL-VU approach.



Extension on Active Learning 
Comparision 
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Comparison of uncertainty visualizations for semi-supervised methods on Cologne data set.



Discussion
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• Areas that include the most uncertain samples are 
determined through uncertainty visualizations. 

• Accuracy and kappa values are increased after relabeling 
most uncertain samples, especially when the accuracy 
was already high. 



Conclusion 

• Semi-supervised methods obtained higher accuracies 
compared to the baseline methods for both of the data
sets, especially for few labeled samples.

• Involving unlabeled sample size as a hyperparameter into 
the models obtained higher accuracies. 

• Informative unlabeled samples increase the accuracy of 
the benchmark methods. 

• Semi-supervised methods enhanced spatial consistency 
of corresponding classification  maps. 
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Conclusion 

• Uncertainty visualizations of the models help the user to 
pick and relabel the most uncertain samples. 

• Relabeling the most uncertain samples helps models to 
decrease the uncertainty. 

• Uncertainty change is observable between the models and 
its increased related with its accuracy values. 
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Conclusion 
Future Work 

• Same methodology can be applied for classifying 
hyperspectral data within an adequate processing 
framework. 

• Active learning approach with uncertainty visualizations 
can be integrated into all settings of the data sets.
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Thank you for your attention!
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